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No record?
Just fine!

WWWBGNEWSCOM

Tasteless? Or a
matter of bad
timing?
NBC regrets running
plane crash skit after
passengers were

Misdemeanors may be replaced with fines for
lesser crimes beginning early next month

killed on a flight in
Kentucky. | Page 9

No. 1 for "24":
Drama wins its
first Emmy

By Kelly Day
Senior Reporter

Students may not have to
worry about having a misdemeanor on their criminal
record after Sept. 5, when the
Civil Infractions Code goes
into effect.
There may be a lesser punishment for crimes like public
urination, said City Prosecutor
Matt Reger, at last night's
Undergraduate
Student
Government meeting
The city Civil Infractions
Code, which was passed last
year, will give officers a choice
of whether they hand out a
misdemeanor or a fine for
small crimes.
Last year at this time, people caught committing minor
misdemeanors would face
two possible outcomes.
Officers could give verbal
warnings or finesanda mark on
a person's permanent record.
But now, students may
receive a civil offense, which
can be compared to a parking
ticket, Reger said.
Some USG senators questioned whether the new policy
would lead to more citations
because officers find the new
code more appropriate for
mi nor offenses.
If Reger has it his way, the city
police will embrace the policy.
"First of all, I would hope
they would use it, but second
of all I think they will use it,"
Reger said.
USG president Bernard
Little expressed concerns
about the new code and possible misuse by officers.
Because there are no concrete guidelines, unfair or
prejudice citations could leak
into the system.

"24" wins Emmy for
best drama series
after being shutout in
the past | Page 9

\

Net not found
in weekend
losses for BG
MAC champs lose
twice to open
women's soccer season
| Page 7

Georgia tops
Japan in World
Series
The USA.
represented by
Columbus. Georgia,
defeats Japan's little
league team 2-1 in
America's second
straight Little League
World Series Title. It
was the USAs first
back-to-back win since
the 1992-95 season
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SUN POISON

New art show
on campus
New exhibit entitled
COLOR showcases
African American art.

START helps
non-english speakers
get started on Oregon
State's campus.
| Page 3
"What are your
feelings on
contraceptives and
their abortion effects7"

MARY WILSON
Freshman. Psychology
"I think birth control
is needed, but I don't
believe in abortion."
| Pag.4

TODAY
A.M. Showers
High: 77. Low: 60

TOMORROW
Partly Cloudy
High: 78. Low. 57

k

"We like to know
that everyone is fair,
but being a black
male in today's society, I know everything is not fair."
Bernard Little | USG President

"Whether we like it or not,
discrimination happens,"
Little said.
3ecause officers will not
have to justify citations, Little
worries they will discrimi
nate against students, especially minorities.
Although Little trusts the city
police, be st ill worries about race
issues that affect minorities.
"We like to know that everyone is fair, but beinga black male
in today's society, I know everything is not fair," Little said.
lohnnie Lewis, senator at
large, thinks the change works
in favor of students.
"It gives officers an opportunity to do what's best for
students," Lewis said.
Aside from the new city policy, Little also discussed die
major issues USG will address
this year.
Among those issues were
the university travel policy,
funding for student organizations, BiG Charge and
Bursar bills, and rising
tuition costs.
Little encouraged USG senators to discuss these issues
with the student body.
He will address these and
other issues in his State of
the Student Body Address
next month.
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Forget books, carry my umbrella
DANCING IN THE RAIN: Lindsey Zokiak and her boyfriend Chris Rabbani try to stay dry under an umbrella while walking to the math
science buiW'ng together yesterday. Rain showered the area throughout most of the day and night

| Page 3

No english?
No problem.

A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

Umbrella: Party of two

Tuesday

-
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Spencer reaches dream, now living it
By Liu Hilv.r.tjdt
City News Editor ,

When Gary Spencer became a
Bowling Green police officer in
May 1981, he told the chief he
wanted his job someday.
On luly 3, Spencer got his wish.
After 25 years with the department, including two years as
operations bureau commander
and five years as deputy chief,
Spencer became chief of the
Bowling Green Police Division.
The job has been a humbling
honor so far, he said.
"I can't say anymore, Ask the
chief,' because 1 am the chief,"
Spencer said.
As chief, he oversees all division operations including training, recruiting, crime prevention and accreditation. He also
represents the city police on
local committees and at community gatherings.
Mayor lohn Quinn, who
appointed Spencer to the position, said he's happy with the way
the new chief leads the division.
"His temperament is excellent
for being a police chief," Quinn
said. "He can be friendly and
understanding but tough when
he needs to be tough."
Deputy chief Brad Conner
, who was also promoted last
month, said Spencer's leadership style can be attributed to
his military experience.
Before becoming an officer,

Spencer was a Green Beret in the
U.S. Army during the Vietnam
War and served two separate
tours. He spent a year at BGSU
before deciding to join the military instead.
"He's a man with a lot of integrity," Conner said. "He's a man
who demands excellence from
the organization and service of
the community but at the same
time can be very supportive of
the officers."
lohn Fawcert, the city mimic ipal administrator, said he's always
been impressed with Spencer's
determination and ethics.
"1 think he sets a great example
to all officers." he said.
Still, Spencer isn't the stereotypical retired military man,
Conner said.
He's made cherry pie and
pheasant for Conner and his wife
when they've visited his home.
"He's a very good cook,"
Conner said.
But life as a police officer hasn't
always been easy for Spencer.
"To me the hardest thing a
police officer has to do is death
notification, especially for a young
person," he said.
During his career, he said
he's made roughly 10 to 15
death notifications.
One Halloween during the
1990s, Spencer had to contend
with two deaths in one night.
An intoxicated freshman girl
died after running into a train

1

Gary
Spencer
Chief of the
Bowling Green
Police Department

on Ridge Street and Spencer was
obligated to inform her parents
in Dayton. The same night, a
Bowling Green man committed
suicide and Spencer was sent to
notify relatives.
Despite situations like these.
Spencer said he enjoys being able
to improve the quality of life in
the community and respects the
responsibilities his job entails
"We're the only job that
can take away your freedom,"
Spencer said. "That's an awesome responsibility."
Former Police Chief Tom
Votava. who served in the position
fromApril 1997 until luly 2, said he
hag tOOl confidence in Spencer's
ability to lead the BGPD
"I think he's going to do an
excellent job for the community,"
Votavasaid.
And Jim Wegan, BGSU's chief
of police, said the mayor made
the correct decision when he
chose Spencer as the new city
police chief.
The chiefs have already gone to
breakfast together and discussed
ways for the city and University
See SPENCER |

Gillmor discusses
environmental
policies in district
"Soon I think we're going to see an actual
ethanol plant in our own district."
Paul Gillmor | U.S. House of Representatives
By Megan Schmidt
Reporter

Finding solutions to local environmental problems was a
prime concern voiced at the
Wood County Elected Officials
luncheon yesterday afternooa
Rep. Paul Gillmor (R], current ry serving his ninth term in the
U.S. House of Representatives,
arrived at Sam B's Restaurant
in downtown Bowling Green
to meet with office holders in
Ohio's fifth district and lead a
discussion about their most
recent issues.
Gillmor began the meeting by
summarizing some of the legislation he helped to pass during the 109th Congress session,
including the Energy Policy Act
which Gillmor called "the first
major energy crverhaul in thirty
years in this country."
This legislation has already
had a positive impact locally
because of increased production of ethanol as an alternative
fuel source, with four ethanol

plants now operating in Ohio,
Gillmor said.
"The results of the ethanol
mandate |in the energy bill] are
already showing up," he said.
"Soon I think we're going to see
an actual ethanol plant in our
own district."
Gillmor also pointed to
hydrogen as a clean possibility
for dealing with a long-term
energy crisis.
"It's only byproduct is water,
which isn't harmful." he said.
And although he does not
favor it as a long-term strategy,
Gillmor said he still supports
"additional drilling" for oil in
sites like the Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge (ANWR)
region until a more reliable,
renewable energy source
is discovered.
But locally, Wood County
commissioner Tim Brown said
Bowling Green has already
found an alternative energy
source of its own through its use
of windmills providing electricity for residents.
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See GILLMOR | Page 2
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GILLMOR
From Page 1
' lliis ma is ripe for many
more windmills than we have
now.' Brown told (.illmoi. "We
would like to see more federal
dollars for this type of program."
Bowling Green mayor John
Quinn agreed.
"Over 1,700 homes can be
powered by those windmills,"
Quinn slid. "It's been a remarkable resource for us."
In Bowling Green, Quinn said
renewable resources such as
the windmills, hydro and solar
power now account for about
20 percent of the energy source,
but the city is still looking into
more options
"We are having discussions
with the University about
producing cleaner energy
for the town through a steam
plant," he said.
In addition to the renewable
resources discussion, Wood
County Sheriff Mark Wasylyshyn
voiced concern over who should
take authority — local, state or
federal government—if a natural
disaster occurs in Wood County.
Wasylyshyn said he was afraid

the federal government would
have trouble assessing how to
deal with the aftermath as well as
how local officials would handle
the situation.
"Looking back at Katrina. my
fear would he the federal government coming in and telling
us how to mn things, when we
know what our own resources
are," he said.
Gillmor agreed that knowledgeable local officials are
key to being prepared for a
natural disaster.
"Part of the problem in
Louisiana was the incompetency
of their public officials," he said.
Gillmor also addressed concerns about the trend of factory
farms, or "megafarms," and the
waste they produce in Ohio, but
ultimately said the issue was best
delegated to state governments
"The federal government does
not regulate these farms, and it's
the state that permits and sets
standards for them," he said.
Gillmor's visit to Bowling
Green was only the first of several to the fifth district this week;
today he is scheduled to hold
"town meetings" with constituents in Perrysburg and Bucyrus,
and tomorrow in Kalida

SEAN PIE9JON

Wooster Street The McDonald's, which has been open lor a week, rs having their grand opening events now through Sept 9. giving away ptiies such as a new mountain bike, and a Sony
Playstation

Hunan A
Palace Buffet

LOCATION
1616 E. Wooster Street
Greenwood Center
Bowling Green, OH 43402
419.352.91 S3
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Eat in or carry out chines* buffet

PRICES
Lunch: S5 75
Dinner: [Mon-Thurs): S7.95
Dinner (Fri-Sunl: S8.95
Cerryout: (same price per box)

20%

OFF DINNER &
LUNCH BUFFET

For All Students with a Student ID

HUNAN PALACE BUFFET

HOURS

Only for eating in

Mon-Thurs: 1 lam-10pm
Friday: llam-llpm
Saturday: 1 l:30am-1 lpm
Sundays ft Holidays: 12 10pm

IHtBGNEvv,

HEY MR. DJ: Andrew T Zepeda from 92 5 Kiss FM talks to McDonald's manager Jason Miller while others look on at a live remote yesterday at the new Bowling Green McDonald's on

Great food,
at a great price!

POLICE I BLOTTER

From Page 1

FRIDAY
12:16 a.m.

ways for the city and University
police to work together.
S|H'ncer said he's happy both
departments collaborate so well
but wishes students would understand officers are trying to keep
them safe.
"My officers don't have time to
drive around and ruin people's
days," he said.
And now that Spencer's wish
to be chief has been fulfilled, he
linds himself overseeing 43 officers and 15 other police division
employees.
I lis family — wife Barbara and
two grown children who reside
in other cities — are proud of his
new position, he said.
When he's not at the police
station. Spencer said he visits his
children and goes golfing
When he is at the station, he
hopes Howling Green citizens
remember that he and the rest of
the division are doing their best to
improve the community.
"People have to understand
wen' human beings," he said. "We
have emotions and we're trying to
do the best that we can."

FreeStuden

Staff of McDonald East
reported students were drinking
underage. The students were
given a verbal warning.

1:31 a.m.
Milk was reportedly stolen from
the snack bar in Founders.
4:33 a.m.
Forty people report<
|htii
on Campbell Hill Road. One

2:10 a.m.
Subjects were verbally warned
for yelling out of their car win-

vehicle damaged in area. Upon
arrival, units found no one in the

dow on Wooster Street.
10:59 a.m.

M0 am
Samantha R. Romstadt.18.

Unit removed a bat from a dorm

arrested for underage under the
influence and criminal Hat'

room in Dunbar.

on Napoleon Road. Romstadt
SATURDAY
12:13 a.m.

had pounded on doc rs
mg for help and split the wood

Subject was cited for failure to

frame on one of the doors.

wear safety glasses on a motorcycle on Thurstm.

9:30 a.m.
Mohammad H. Ghadban. 44.

9:14 p.m.

of Bowling Green, arrested
for parking his vehicle on ,i N.

A male subject was passed out
and non-responsive near the ice
machine m Bromfield. He was
taken back to his dorm room. At

Prospect property. A door
open and a "toy gun" was found
on the front seat. Two license

9:56 p.m. the unit was called back
because the male was belliger-

plates that don't belong to
Ghadban were also found ii

ent and combative. Subject was
then transported to the hospital.

vehicle.

SUNDAY
12:11a.m.

11:49 am
Aldin G. Deosier IV. 20. and
Jeffery A. Pierce. 51. arrested for
breaking and entering at a N.

Several female students were

Mam Street busii
1239 p.m.

verbally warned for being m
the fountain in front of the
Administration Building.

A woman reported theft from a
trailer on N. Main Street.

t Checking

Crea

''cart

Date:

Get a free iPod shuffle*

Tuesday, August 29

when you sign up for KeyBank's Student Checking Package

Time:

I meckinn Ac

11.00am - 4.00pm

loLrmotofiy
[O.M p*r1

Location: Union Oval
(or Multipurpose Room if it's raining)

muW Fee Credit Card' win
et purchases

Win one of five daily prizes!
Visit Skype.com/SkypeU to win
laptops, phones, webcams and
a semester's worth of books.

USRobotics

:..* on

KeyBank
To obtain KeyBank's Student Checking Package, visit

^^^^m

Key.com, your nearest KeyBank location at 300 S. Main

\jrw%

St., 1098 N. Main St. or call 1-888-539-1234 today.

MOTOROLA
Skypv.com/SkypcU

I

Achieve anything.

CAMPUS
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COLOR art exhibit explores African
American heritage and identity
By Karl Ondrui

Reporter
Even students who would not usually be interested in taking in an art
show might be enticed to check
out an exhibit featuring works
with titles such as "Biting Bling".
Starting today, in the art building gallery, this piece, along with
39 others from ten contemporary
African American artists will be on
display in the exhibition COLOR:
Ten African American Artists.
The artists in this exhibit
explore ideas of identity and heritage through multiple mediums
of art, such as ceramic, glass and
found objects.
Jacqueline Nathan, director of
the gallery, said that the exhibit
is an exciting opportunity
for students.
"It's important to look at art
to help you understand issues
of the day in a way you haven't
thought of before... using more
introspection and concentration,'' she said.
The show, which is being

CAMPUS
BRIEFS
BG NEWS WIRE SOURCES

N.C. State student
found dead in dorm
room
(U-WIRE) RALEIGH. NC - Daniel
Mann Whitley. an 18-year-old North
Carolina Stale University (reihman.
was found dead by his roommate
Aug. 27 in Tucker Residence Hall
Sgt Jon Barnwell ol Campus
Poke said there were no signs o( foul
play and that the cause of death is
pending on the autopsy report
'The roommate called us about
L20 [pm] today and said he found
his roommate unresponsive." Barnwell
said "When EMS responded, the resident was determined to be deceased"
Whitley's roommate, freshman
Scott Hester, was out of the room
until he found Whitley. according
to Barnwell.

GET A LIFE
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
S«n» a!tl*ultnJa^**vtat4*i kin >.i(ibqiu«&

8:00 a.m. - noon
Gallery Exhibit:
Something Blue & Art
Expo 2006
Union Art Gallery

S:3C:)n
Council Presidents
Dinner
Falcon's Nest

6:30 pm
Callbacks for A
Christmas Carol"
Those being called back will be
assigned times fot auditions For
additional information, please check
the call board across from the

organized by the Society for
ContemporaryCraft in Pittsburgh,
has been introduced as "edgy"
and "provocative."
Attitudes about the world in
which we live are present in each
different work.
While many students might
reason that they can explore these
attitudes through other forms of
art, Nathan said personal expression can communicate ideas differently from a book or a movie.
Hsin-I Cheng, communications professor at the University,
agrees with Nathan.
She feels that verbal and written
communication are not the only
ways to communicate. Art can be
a medium, too, Cheng said.
A trip to this exhibit is a way for
students to obtain viewpoints of
African American artists through
non-verbal communication.
Someone like Megan Adair,
a BGSU student, wouldn't have
thought a few months ago that
she would ever be interested
in attending any art exhibit
I lowever, she has recently began

to become
COLOR
intrigued
What: Art E-rhib.t
with art.
COLOR Ten African
"If
you
American Artists
don't know
When: August
much about
29-October6
Where: Dorothy
art, or aren't
Uber Bryan Gallery,
an art major,
located in the art
you might
En dhg
not think this
Times: Tuesdaysounds fasciSaturday 10 AM-4
nating," Adair
PM. Sunday 1-4 PM
said. "But I
Who: Sponsored
learned more
by the Oho Arts
about art this
Council and the
year through
BGSU Ethnic
people I've
Arts Program.
met. Glass
Put together by
the Society for
blowing,
ContemporaryCraft
other forms
in Pittsburg
of art, it's all
so interesting
and beautiful."
After COLOR finishes its tour,
each piece of art will he returned
to the artist, and die chance to
view these Individual works all
together will be gone. This exhibit
remains on display in BG until
October 6.

START helps non-English
speakers to college success
By Lauren Dill.ird

Sf *N MERSON

"It's very important

U-WIRE

CORVALLIS, Ore. — Though
universities across the nation
organize student orientation
programs every summer, a rare
version of this program exists
at Oregon State University:
START Bilingue.
In its second year at OSU, this
Spanish and Knglish orientation program is only one of a
few across the country, according to Rick DeHellis. Student
Orientation and Retention
Program coordinator.
"It's very important for us to
realize our siudenl population is
changing," said SOAR Director
Kris Winter.
START is OSU's summer
advising and registration
program designed to welcome new students to the
OSU community.
START Bilingue is designed
to welcome Spanish speaking
families and orient them to
campus, Winter said.
"II made (families) feel connected ... and already the transition is so hard," said Whitney
Green, a START Bilingue orientation leader and one of
the student workers who has
gone through the program's
evaluations.
"(Students)
liked that their parents could
be involved."
START Bilingue and START
open together with a presentation in Knglish, translated
into Spanish.
After that, START Bilingue
separates into smaller
focus groups.
Presentations,
all
in
Spanish, on subjects from
finances to success in college are then presented to the

for us to realize our
student population is
changing."
Kris Winter| SOAR Director
Spanish-speaking families.
But START Bilingue is not an
exclusive program.
"We did have families that
weren't native speakers but
wanted to participate anyway,"
Winter said excitedly.
START Bilingue was offered at
only the third session of START
this summer.
Diliellis also explained that
START Bilingue was chosen to
be held during the third START
session because a later date
allows the START staff to gain
more experience and confidence in the program before a
new element is added.
He also said that later dates
tend to have a little bit more
of a laid-back atmosphere.
DeBellis said the idea for START
Bilingue "came out of a conversation about how we can better
support students whose family members don't necessarily
speak English."
Most students this happened
with were from Spanish-speaking families.
This program follows the mission statement for SOAR programs, which includesan emphasis on orienting and retaining
families as well as students.
As a Regional Director of the
National Orientation Directors
Association, Winter will present
information on START Bilingue
at the national conference held
in Washington, D.C

Breaking the grip, black belt style
DE FENDING: Sell defense instructor. Jim Hasenfrat/. who is a second degree black belt, shows a student what to do if someone grabs
his shut with both hands, The lesson took place during a free self defense class Monday at St. Thomas More University Parish

There
are over

million women
worlwide- -.
Where do
belong?

Department Office

7:30 -8:30 p.m.
Academic Quiz Bowl
informational meeting

'HE BG NE Hi

Sign up for sorority recruitment at

21! Olscamp

9:1 b p.m.
NPHC council meeting

www.GreekBGSU.moonfruit.com

208 Union

Recruitment opportunities begin

9:15 pm.
GIB council meeting

August 28.

114 Union

9:15 p.m.
Panhel council meeting

www.GreekBGSU.com

BURRITOS100'/. OFF! THAT'S RIGHT. FREE.
Visit our restaurant at Wooster & Campbell Hill, and we'll give you a FREE BURRITO
Wednesday, August 30th, 11 AM - 8 PM.

BIG BURRITOS. ©Ckipotlc^
&

CAM

HILL

OPINION
rtUr Lt UN

"Exposing women to the high-dose hormones in Plan B without the
guidance of a physician will put them at risk." - Senator Tom Cobum (R)
from Oklahoma and a family practice doctor, from Time.com
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1C bTRct T What are your feelings on contraceptives and their abortion effects?

"I don't agree with

"I'm for it, but it

It's not my decision

"I haven't really

abortion so I don't

depends on the

whether a girl takes it

thought it through."

think contraception

circumstance."

or not"

k

Have your own take on
today's People On The

for abortion is right."

Street? Or a suggestion (or a

RYAN FRASHER.

BRITTANY DAVIS,

COLIN PERSONS.

■-'psliman. Aviation

Sophomore. Business

Freshman. Marketing

BECKY ORIELLEY.
Junior. Early Childhood
Education

I Can't believe I got nabbed again ... guess this calls
I for another DAMNS ESCAPEI ... but how?

kj

LAUREN WALTER
I OPINION COLUMNIST

FDA needs
to re-think
Plan B decis

MARTEL WHITE. bG NEWS ILLUSTRATOR

to get drunk and parry on

Saturdaj night" asking me to
be "friends.
Facebook had guidelines.
Everyone had lobe
a member of one of the
approved universities and

Facebook
expansion can
benefit all
At the risk of beating the
topicofFacebook.com Into
the ground. I bring it back
into the spotlight lor even

more consideration.
As college students. I am
confident most of you have
profiles on the ever-popular networking site. If not,
you should.
I have had my profile on
Facebook since November
2004, back when it was the
"techy" thing to do.
I've also maintained a profile on MySpace, though my
intentions for being on each
arc separate.
Now, I'm going to get arrogant so please excuse me.
I have an account on

MySpace for one reason and
one reason only: to keep track
of my friends who never went
to college.
I still hang out with them
when I go back home and I
occasionally log in and check
to make sure all phone numbers and addresses are correct, and to make sure the)
haven't gotten engaged, married, tattooed, pierced or had
any more kids since the last
time I saw them.
So now I'm a terrible person, I know.
The thing about Facebook
is that I never had to wort)
about "Miss Kitiv" or I ikes

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

had to provide their university web mail In order to gain
ai I ess to the site.

Well folks, not anymore
In ease you missed the
new face of facebook, allow
me to elaborate.

Essentially anyone can
now make his or her way
omo the coveted home

work distraction,
what began as a collegenetworking sile has expanded
to include a sileloi high

school students, obliquely
categorized as "workplace"
and the atrocity know n as the
"region" network.
Now I'm not saying everyone shouldn't be allowed
to use (he tool, but in the "I
don't want my 13-)ear-old
brother to he writing on my
wall "sense.
I'm not exactly one of
those users who has 41
photo albums and they're all
called "I got SO drunk lasi
night," bin there is information on my profile which
I like to keep available to
those In my college ring and
away from casual acquaintances back home.
Like, for instance my cell
phone number.
I knowwhal you're about to
say: if you don't want them (o
see, don't lisi (hem as friends.
You would understand
if you had ever told a dozen
people oh, I'm so busy I just
don't get any time to update
my profile," just to have
another person tell them all
"Amanda's engaged! Oh, you
d idn't know? Well she just put
it up on her facebook." Oh
yeah, I me story.

So whar I'm proposing is
to open up Facebook to (he
whole world: (he only catch
being separating all networks

from one another,
KM you should be able (o
allow people membership
access to multiple networks.
For instance, if I choose to be
on the college l-'acebook and
llieSaginaw. Mich, l-'acebook,
I should be allowed. Then, if I
so chose, I could conned with
all my college friends and all
my friends from back home.
If I chose to lie a member
of only the college network
then I wouldn't have to win i y
about every ex-boyfriend I
ever had (all three of them)
sending me confirmation
request that look something
like this:
"You have a new friend
request! loe Blow has
requested to add you as a
friend, bin you must first
confirm that you are, in fact,
friends with loe.
Also, |oc has included the
information that you and )oe
dated in high school, danced
together al 1 lomecoming,
snuck out alter midnight and
went to R-rated movies on
Friday nighls when your mom
thought you were at the Chess
Club meeting."
Confirm or deny? Let's
think about that for a minute.
It's not that I'm stuck up,
or even that I'm a hermit. I
would just like to be part of
a true "network;" one which
includes people of like characteristics and interests.
Not a "network" which
includes every person in
t he world wit h access to a
computer who can spell at a
fourth grade level and wants
to "hook up."

Last week, the Food and Drug
Administration approved the
Plan B pill, also known as the
"morning-after pill" or "emergency contraception," to be sold
over-the-counter to anyone over
the age of 18. There are hardly
words to express the sorrow I
felt when learning this news
The problem with Han B, or "the
pill" in general is that it has been
marketed to make consumers
believe that it's a harmless drug.
Hut. the tnith is that the ramifications of "the pill" and emergency contraceptives are life and
death, literally.
According to Plan B's Website,
the drug is marketed as a
preventative drug, which can
"reduce the risk of pregnancy
by 89%." The site also claims
that it "will not work if you are
already pregnant."
But, as with any drug, a little
research is necessary. The
site mentions a few ways in
which the drug works, including a method that prevents
the i mplai Hal ion of (he newly
fertilized egg. The Website
argues, "The Plan B may

also work by preventing it
from attaching to the utems
(womb)." This description is
very vague and deceptive.
We know from basic biology
that once an egg is fertilized, it
attaches to the uterine wall. So by
preventing this process, one could
be destroying the life of a child.
The term "it" is used instead of
"fertilized egg." This terminology
suggests that the fertilized egg is
not a person, when it very well
could be!
If nobody truly knows when
life begins, we must always err
on the side of caution, assuming
that at conception, the moment
when sperm meets egg, life has
been created and a new person has been fomied. We must
assume that the fertilized egg
is a person! life is too precious
and fragile to take the chance of
clestroving it.
The Plan B Website further
states, "it is important to know
that Plan B will not affect a fertilized egg already attached to
the uterus; it will not affect an
existing pregnancy."
So this means that a conceived
child that has already attached
to die utems is safe from being
destroyed by this dmg, but the
conceived child that has not yet
attached to die utems will die?
Don't let the Plan B advertisement fool you; diis c ug could
act as an abortifacient, which is a
device whose specific purpose is
to induce an abortion!
The Plan B pill works in various ways, and even the Website
says that it can work by preventing implantation, which means
this drug can cause an early
abortion. If it we are to believe

question' Give us your feedback at bgnewscom

life begins at conception, then
taking this dmg could kill a child.
And even if it's unknown when
life begins, how willing can one
be to take the risk of possibly
destroying the life of a child?
Plan B is not the only dmg
that can work as an abortifacient. According to the
Physician's Desk Reference,
"the pill" can also prevent the
implantation of a fertilized egg.,
thus acting as an abortifacient.
Now that Plan B is readily
available over-the-counter, more
women will be deceived and
more lives will be los( by this
deadly dmg.
And that's why I was troubled
upon hearing the news of the
FDA approving Plan B to be sold
as an over-the-counter dmg.
Sadly, many people have been
given incomplete information
on drugs like Plan B. They are
passed out like candy, and many
unsuspecting people do not realize the harm they can cause.
Do not believe everything
you hear. "The pill" and emergency contraceptives can take
the life of a newly created child.
Each and every one of us was
that small fertilized egg at one
point, and we all deserved
to live. The next generation
deserves to live, too.
This whole issue comes down
to how much we cherish the
lives of others. People deserve
to know the truth about these
dmgs, because when it comes to
life and death, there is no room
for Plan B.

Send comments ro Lauren Walter at
walleil9bgsu.edu

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Cashiers trying their best,
deserve credit
Dear Editor, My name is
Kiri Cross. I am a cashier for
Kreischcr Sundial.
I saw a picture in the paper
theotherdayofthc Falcon's
Nest. Under the picture it said
something along the lines of
poking fun at how long it takes
to go through the check out.
Editor, I understand that the
students are a little upset with
the long lines, but I am going to
tell you why.

WEBSITE POLL

All of Dining Services just
received new registers. Some
of the units, like Kreischer, had
their registers hooked up just
days before we opened.
The registers are taking a little time to get used to because
they are more detailed than the
old registers.
We understand the lines take
longer, but we are doing the best
we can each and every day to
make it easier on the students.
The new resgisters just have
some little "kinks" to work

out, but I assure you that we
are all working very hard to
make it easier.
We are even training more
people to help with the registers
when you students need to be
at class.
Please editor, have patience
with us
We are working very hard
because at Dining Services
(especially Kreischer) customer
service is our No. 1 priority.
— Kiri Cross, Senior, VCT
kcrossc»bgsu.edu.

DO YOU THINK IT IS FAIR FOR ADMINISTRATORS TO PUNISH
BASED ON WHAT STUDENTS POST ON FACEBOOK?

Serx/comments to Ananob Howei at

NO

howamaQbgsuedu

YES
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On the 20th year, the Lords Army rested
By Katy Pownall

KAMPALA, Uganda — The
leaders of a shadowy rebel
movement thai has terrorized Ugandans for nearly two
decades went mi local radio
with a special announcement:
\s iii today, theit wai is ovei
— the Lord's Resistance Arm)
will stop righting.
The rebels, notorious tot cut
ling off the tongues and lips ol
innocent civilians, enslaving
lens ni thousands of children
and driving nearly 2 million
people from their homes, have
agreed to end one of the most
In in.il. but least known conflicts
in the world.
They signed a line e with the
government Saturday that gives
rebel Fighters three weeks to
gather at two villages in largely
uninhabited areas across tlie
border in southern Sudan,
where they will he protected
and monitored. The truce is to

lake effect this morning,
"We don't expect to see a

m.is-, movcmcni tomorroWi
Chris Mage/.i, army spokesman
lor northern Uganda, said yes
lerday. "The I It \ (rebels) do not
have the confidence to move
openly, so they will probably go
secreiively in groups on foot"
If the deal holds, ii will be
a major breakthrough in pad
lying die African region that
joins northern Uganda, eastern
Congo and southern Sudan.
Rebels from all three nations
operated across the borders
with impunity lor decades until
a peace accord balled Congo's
civil war in 2003 and southern
Sudanese rebels joined Sudan's

government in 2005.
Peace would open northern
Uganda lo greater oil and mineral exploration as well as allow
hundreds of thousands of refugees to return to their farms.
The lord's Resistance Army
was formed from the remnants
of a northern Uganda rebellion thai began in 1986 altci
President Voweri Museveni, a
southerner, overthrew a brutal
military junta.

Joseph konv. leader ol
the Lord's Resistance Army,
mixed northern politics with
religious mysticism, declaring
himself a Christian prophet
fighting lo rule Ibis country
of l!(i million people by the
Ten Commandments.
U.N. officials estimate Kony's
guerrillas kidnapped some
20,000 children over the pasi
i'i years, turning the boys Into
soldiers and die girls into sex
slaves im rebel commanders.
Rebel attacks and atrocities
also diove 1.7 million lo flee

their homes.
I he International Criminal
( nun has issued arrest w,ii
rants lor Konv and lour oilier
rebel leaders, but the Ugandan
government has promised
not turn them over in return
for an end IO the insurgent v.
which has killed thousands ol
civ ilians. An exact death mil is
not known.
Human rights groups have
condemned Musevenis amnesty offer, but the president argues
peace is more Important than

"We don't expect to
see a mass movement tomorrow."
an international trial.
konv. who has been seen ill
public only a handful of limes

during the insurgency, says he is
Innocent Of the war crimes and
crimes against humanity charges filed In the International
Criminal Court
Under termsofthe truce, Konj
and three oilier lop commanders wanted In die inlernaliiin.il
court aie lo assemble along
with their lighters, the group's
top negotiator said Sunday.
I he truce does noi include
details on disarming die rebels HI integrating them into
Ugandan society. I hose lerms
will he part ol a final accord
lo be negotiated at talks in
luba, Sudan, with leaders ol
Sudan's soulhei n region set v

ing as mediators.
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long Hertwlahlyael »ai in Yalai. south Lebanon, are seen yesterday

U.N. Secretary-General
scolds Israel and Hezbolla
By Sam F. Ghattas
The Associated Press
BEIRUT, Lebanon — U.N.
Secretary-General Kofi Annan
butted both Israel and I le/bollah
yesterday for not living up to key
sections ol the cease-lire resolution, while two more countries
look sieps to provide Iroops for
an expanded peacekeeping force

in secure the truce
c .el many, meanwhile, hinted it

was negotiating a prisonet swap
sitting beside Lebanese Prime
Minister Puad Samora. Annan

demanded Hezbollah return two
captured Israeli soldieis, whose
luly \2 abduction touched oil
tlie 34-day war. and said Israel
must lift its air and sea blockade
ill Lebanon.
Although Annan was critical of both sides, he also said
ilie agreement provided a
chance for a long-term peace
As the cease file held for the
15th day, neither side looked
like it wanted to resume largescale hostilities.
Hill the U.N. chief cautioned the road ahead would
he long, and pledged the

International

Free Cable
Washer & Dryer
in each Town Home

We really do have it all.
Come over today and see
just how much we
can improve your
college experience.

he disarmament, but it's up io

ihe Lebanese government and

people io resolve themselves,'
\nnan said. ' i he (peacekeepers) are not going to go house
lo house searching lor weapons.
I his is not their responsibility."
Annan Was booed by residents
as he loured the devastated
llahiyeh neighborhood in tlie
Hezbollah stronghold of south
Beirut I le was greeted bv giant
posters with photographs of
I lezbollah chief I lassan Nasrallah
ami one thai had a caricature of
Secretary of suite Condoleezza
Itice with vampire's teetli and
blood dripping from the mouth.
The U.N. chief, accompanied
by Saniora and a Hezbollah
legislator, walked for about 50
yards before the protest became
noisy and unfriendly. Annan
goi back into a car. which drove
slowly through the assembled
residents with security men
running alongside.
(leir Pedersen, Annan's personal
represcntaiivc, was pushed into
another car in the motorcade by a
bodyguard alter some in tlie crowd
mistook him for Jeffrey ft-ltnian,
the U.S. ambassador lo Lebanon,

I
I
I
I
I
L
..

■„•

community's

support. As part of that support, Italy and Turkey moved
to join the U.N. peacekeeping
force in southern Lebanon.
Annan also said the U.N.
force, which is to grow to 15,000
soldiers, will not in, to disarm
I !c/bollah guerrillas.
"Down dieline... there will have

HI

Spacious Living Areas

JPI'HI,-:'

WAR WOUNDS: Ihe remains ol the destroyed mosque of Yalar. hit during the 54-day

I at Her, Annan issued an unexpectedly blunt assessment of the
cease-fire and its implementation by Israel and I le/bollah.
"it's a fixed menu.... It's not an a
la cane menu where you choose
and pick," he said at the end of
the first day of his 11 -day Mideast
swing that will include stops in
Iran and Syria, the main backers
of Hezbollah.
It was not known what Annan
would discuss with the leaders
of Syria and Iran, but it would be
extremely difficult for Icbanon
ID disarm the Sbiite guerrillas
of I le/bollah without the agreement and participation of those
two governments.
Israel responded quickly and
negatively to Annan's call for
an end to the blockade, which
is intended to keep amis from
being shipped to I lezbollah.
An official in the office of
Prime Minister l.hud olmcrt
reiterated that the blockade will
remain until the international
force takes up positions along
I ehanon's borders and entry
points, lie said Hezbollah continues to try to smuggle weapons
into the country.
"Once the international forces are fully in place and they're
able to prevent the smuggling
ol weapons to Hezbollah, there
will be no need for the air and
naval blockade,'' said the official, David Maker.
Although
aimed
at
Hezbollah arms shipments,
the blockade also is hindering
shipments of food, fuel and
oilier goods to Lebanon.
Vnnan has said the Lebanese
army could handle policing
the Syrian border on its own
and it would he unprecedented for a peacekeeping force
to be deployed along a border shared by countries that
have not been at war. Syrian
President liasliar Assad has
said the deployment of international troops would be considered a "hostile" act.
In Israel. Olmert announced
an inquiry into the war, hoping
to dispel criticism among Israelis
(hat the army and government
bungled the campaign. But he
ignored demands for an independent probe with the authority
to dismiss top officials.
His decision was likely to
enrage critics who say Olmert
and other top officials should be
the focus of the investigation.
not overseeing it.
Israel has said a resolution of
the conflict must include the
release of the two soldiers captured by I tezboOah militants in
a cmss-bonler raid that triggered
the conflict last month.
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Women's soccer drops first two
By Matt Riddle
Reporter

FOOTBALL
Wisconsin's QB yet
to be decided
John Stocco, the Badgers
starting quarterback, is
unsure whether he'll be
ready to play Sept. 2 against
Bowling Green due to knee
surgery he had less then
three weeks ago. Wisconsin
coach Bret Bielema will eval-

The BGSU women's soccer
team traveled to Milwaukee,
Wis. this weekend for the
start of the 2006 season. The
Milwaukee Cup was set to
make clear some uncertainties
for the new-look Falcons.
The Falcons struggled, losing both games 3-0, one to
Marquettc and the other to
Wisconsin-Milwaukee. Both
opponents advanced to the field
of 32 in the NCAA tournament
last season.
BG coach Andy Richards
still found some positives from
the weekend.

"Of course we are disappointed but we have to look at
things in a different perspective," Richards said. "We arc a
young team, and we played two
nationally ranked teams, but
this was a great learning experience for us.
"Starting the season 0-2 is
not what we hoped for, but the
kids realize we played quality teams," Richards continued. "This will not hurt our
confidence, we still have three
weeks or so before MAC play
starts, and that's what were
worried about most."
The first game of the tournament was Friday against No.
16 Marquette. The Falcons did

not have many chances offensively, but defensively they
showed stability.
They were outshot 18-0 by the
Golden Eagles. Allison Mallams
scored two goals and Meghan
Connelly added the other.
"Against Marquette, the level
of competition was outstanding,"
Richards said "We gave them
some quality competition. When
they broke us down offensively
we came right back at them. We
had a great game plan."
The Falcons, starting five
freshmen, had many offensive
scoring opportunities against
the University of WisconsinMilwaukee, but weren't able to
put one in the net.

Erin Kreuser, Taylor Powell
and Louis Vraney all scored for
UW-Milwaukee
The Falcons showed promise as the game went scoreless for 29 minutes, but the
home team proved better than
the Falcons.
"Milwaukee was a more disappointing loss for our team,"
Richards said. "We had some
breakdowns offensively and
defensively. I thought we could
have competed better than we
did, but we are still learning."
BG was outscored 6-0 on
the weekend as the offense
struggled to finish their
scoring opportunities.
"We had great opportu-

nities to score — four or Bve
different chances against UWMilwaukec," Richards said.
"We're not struggling, we fusl
need to keep plugging away and
the shots will start to fall."
The bright spot from this
weekend was that two Falcons.
Brianne Eisenhaid and Karie
Sahly, made the All-Tournament
team on defense.
"They played very well on
defense — they truly had great
games, "Richards sa id. "The experience they have really helped
them — they Ixith have great
composure and leadership
Up next for the Falcons is their
home opener at 5 p.m. Friday
against Xavier.

uate Stocco's performance

Bonds'trainer faces jail
time for refusing to testify

this week and likely name the
starter on game day.

COUNTDOWN

By David Kraveti
The Associated Press

CLASH IN
CLEVELAND

SAN FRANCISCO - Barry
Bonds' personal trainer was on
his way back to jail yesterday
after being held in contempt
of court for refusing to testily
before a grand jury investigating the Giants slugger.
Greg Anderson could remain
behind bars for more than
a year while the grand jury
investigates Bonds for perjury and tax evasion, regarding income from sales of his
sports memorabilia.
Anderson, who has appeared
five times before two federal
grand juries without answering pertinent questions, was
held in contempt of court for
two weeks last month but was
released when that grand jury's
term expired.
"Sometimes sitting in the
cooler for a long time may
have a therapeutic affect and
may change his mind," U.S.
District ludge William Alsup
said during the rancorous,
hourlong hearing, after which
authorities whisked Anderson
into custody.
"Maybe in 16 months he will
change his mind," Alsup said,
referring to the remainder of
the grand jury's term.

The BG football team
opens up its season in...

4 DAYS
SCHEDULE
TODAY
Volleyball:
vs. Cleveland State; 7 p.m.

OUR CALL
On the way up
The Minnesota Twins are
for real. Led by pitchers
Johan Santana
and Francisco
Liriano. the Twins
are 29-14 since the break and
one-half game ahead of the
White Sox in the A.L. wild
card race.

On the way down
The Chicago White Sox

a

Mark Geragos, the trainer's
attorney, said he would appeal
the judge's order.
ThenarneofNewYorkYankees
outfielder Gary Sheffield re-surfaced during Monday's hearing
as an angry Alsup recited the
questions Anderson refused to
answer before the grand jury.
The questions included
whether Anderson injected Bonds with steroids and
"whether Anderson knows
Barry Bonds or Gary Sheffield."
At issue is whether Bonds
lied tinder oath when he told
the grand jurv Investigating
BALCO in 2003 that he did not
knowingly use steroids and that
Anderson gave him what he
believed to be flaxseed oil and
arthritic balm.
Anderson has refused to say
whether he gave Bonds steroids. Alsup told Geragos jailing
Anderson might test "how loyal
your client wants to be."
Sheffield, who testified before
the 2003 BAJ,(X) grand jury, has
admitted using a cream he got
from Anderson but said in a
2004 interview with Sports
Illustrated that he did not knowingly use steroids.
In the book "Game of
Shadows,' however, two San
See BONDS | Page B

don't seem to have the starting pitching they

"Yeah, we may not have a lot of big-

enjoyed one year
ago in their Wodd
Championship season Four

name guys, the A.J. Hawks and Bobby
Carpenters, on defense, but we have great

games under .500 since the
break, the ChiSox now find
CMOLVN KASTEB

themselves in third place in
the A.L. Central, five and

-ilfBGNiWS

CHAMPIONS: The Little Leaguers from Georgia celebrate their Little League World Series title victory over Japan yesterday.

one-half games back of the
Tigers.

The List
It's officially fantasy football
draft season, and we at The
BG News want to prepare
you to dominate your league
in 2006. Here's five things
every team owner should
know before draft day.
1. Rules: Learn the rules
of your league and use them
to your advantage.

2. Cheat Sheets: It
doesn't matter how much
you think you know, you still
need cheat sheets.

3. Running Backs:
These guys are your primary concern - pick 'em early
before the best are gone.

4. Defenses: Not in the
first 10 rounds unless they
are the Bears or Panthers.

5. Homers: You'll be
tempted to get guys from
your favorite team due to
pure blind optimism, but be
careful. Just because you
love Charlie Frye doesn't
mean the fantasy scoring
system will as well.

Columbus beats Japan for USA's
second straight LLWS
By Ganaro C. Armas
The Associated Press
SOUTH WILL1AMSPORT, Pa.

— Cody Walker hit a two-run
homer off ace Go Matsumoto,
Ryan Carter struck out 11, and
Columbus, Ga., beat Kawaguchi
City, Japan, 2-1 to win the Little
I-eague World Series championship game yesterday.
It was the second straight
American victory in the Series,
coming on the heels of Ewa
Beach, Hawaii's win over a
team from Willemstad, Curacao
last year. The United States
hadn't captured back-to-back
Little League titles with different teams since 1982-83 when
Kirkland, Wash., and Marietta,
Ga., celebrated in Williamsport.
Long Beach, Calif., was a
repeat champion in 1992-93
— the first victory awarded
after a Phillipines squad was
stripped of the title for using
over-age players.
Matsumoto had devastated
hitters in this tournament with
his powerful fastball. It was
potent again for him yesterday,
except for Walker's shot in the
third inning that followed a baserunning blunder.
Carter overcame a bout of
wildness in the sixth and final

inning. With two runners on,
he got Ryoya Sato to hit a weak
bouncer to losh Lester at second
for the last out of the game.
That prompted the Georgialeaning crowd to erupt in
cheers, chant "USA! USA!" and
wave American flags. Columbus
players rushed toward Lester,
skipping up and down in celebration and tossing their gloves
to the sky.
Then they posed on the
mound for a group picture with
a banner that proclaimed them
"World Series Champions" as
their gloves were strewn across
the infield.
Columbus' rally was nearly
thwarted by Carter's mistake on
the bases.
Carter took off from first on
Lester's single to center but
didn't heed the stop sign thrown
by manager Randy Morris at
third. He was nailed at home for
the second out, sliding into the
catcher's shin guards well short
of the plate.
It didn't matter, because
Walker then hit his oppositefield shot over the right field
fence. Lester pumped his fist as
he rounded third, and Morris
got so excited as Walker circled
the bases that his hat fell off.
Jubilant teammates greeted

LLWS FACTS
• The United States hasn t won back-toback Little League Woild Series titles
since the 1992-95 season when Kirkland.
Wash, and Marietta Ga did it
• Japan hit II homeis in five games on
their way to the series, but was held
homerless last night by 12-year-old lefty.
Kyle Carter

Walker at the plate.
A sign in the Columbus cheering section read, "Georgia, Not
lust Peaches." Now. it's also
home to the best team in Little
League baseball.
Japan is known for its power
hitting, having hit 11 homers in
its first five games of the Scries,
including four by Seigo Yada and
two by Matsumoto. The international champions used small
ball to score their only run in the
third inning yesterday.
Yada hit a one-out bouncer
into center. Pinch-hitter Yusuke
Inuzuka missed on two bunt
attempts but advanced Yada to
second with a slow grounder
down the third-base line.
Matsumoto, who struck out
nine and walked two, followed
with a high chopper up the middle that drove in Yada.
SeelLWS|Page8

talent. That's what it boils down to."
Brandon Mitchell | Ohio State. Sal

Ohio State looks to continue
strong defensive ways
of decidedly non-household
names: Lawrence Wilson, lay
Richardson. John Kerr. lames
Laurinaitis, Marcus Freeman,
COLUMBUS, Ohio — Now if Malcolm
Jenkins.
Nick
the Ohio State Buckeyes can Patterson, lamario O'Neal
just defend like this during Kurt Coleman, Antonio Smith
the season.
and several other character
Everyone seems to know actors now in starring rob".
that the nation's No. 1 team
The talk, naturally, is that
has only two defensive starters Ohio State's offense, led by
back from last season, and that quarterback Troy Smith, tailnew frontliners will be filling back Antonio j'ittman and
in at every linebacker and sec- wide receiver/returner Ted
ondary position.
Ginn Ir., will likely have to
Despitethoselosscs,ormaybe carry the day until the defense
because of them, the Buckeyes finds its footing.
"We know what people are
have spent the preseason
defending their defense.
saying about us, but we really
"Yeah, we may not have a don't pay attention to that, said
lot of big-name guys, the A.J. Laurinaitis, who is expected to
Hawks and Bobby Carpenters, fill one of the holes at linebackon defense," said safety er. "We lost some really, really,
Brandon Mitchell. "But we really phenomenal players. We
have great talent. That's what know what we've got cut out
it boils down to."
for us. We have athletes here.
In addition to those two We have plenty of great players
high-profile linebackers, the here. We need to reload."
Jim Tressel, in his sixth year
Buckeyes are also missing linemen Mike Kudla and Marcus at Ohio State and his 21st as
Green, linebacker Anthony a head coach, acknowledged
Schlegel, cornerbacks Tyler that it's rare for a team to lose
Everett and Ashton Youboty so many players off one side
and safeties Nate Salley and of the ball and so few off the
DonteWhitner.
other.
"From an experience standThe only returnees from
the first unit are tackles David point, it's unusual," he said.
Patterson and Quinn Pitcock.
"Hopefully, we'll get that
This year's defense will
likely be manned by a bunch
See OSU | Page 8
By Rusty MHUr
The Associated Press
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Rain forced the title game to
be pushed back from Sunday,
and organizers then moved the
starting time ahead by three
hours after weather forecasts
showed another chanccofrainin
the evening.
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SILENT TREATMENT:
• *im attorney Mail Gengos. right. !o the federal courthouse in San Francisco, yesterday Anderson, who is Harry Bonds' irainet. was
held in contempt of court and jailed Monday lor refusing to testify before a giand jury investigating Bonds for perjury and other charges

BONDS
From Page /
Francisco Chronicle reporters
wroieili.il Anderson put Sheffield
on InjectaMe testosterone and
human growth hormone In 2002
and latei sold liim designer steroids known .is "the cream" and
"the clear."

Sheffield adopted Bonds'
heavy mining program when
he visited the San Francisco sun
aftei [he 2001 season and lived ai
his home in I IQIsborough fbi two
months, according to the book
published earlier this year.
Mtliough Bonds arid Sheffield
later had a personal falling out,
Sheffield wanted to maintain a
relationship with Anderson so he
could keep getting the drugs, the

authors wrote
liiilus Williams, Sheffield's
agent, did not immediately return
calls lor comment.
Anderson already lias served
three months in prison and three
months of home detention after
pleading guilty to steroid distribution and money laundering in
the investigation of the Baj Vies
Laboratory Co-operative, which
allegedly supplied Bonds and

other elite athletes with perforrnance-enhancing drugs.
Yesterday, Alsup rejected
Geragos' plea thai testifying
before the grand jury would
\ lolate n deal Anderson struck
last December m plead guilty
in the BALCO ease. Geragos
said \nderson specifically
stated he would not cooperate
with the government as part of

From Page 7

experience fast."
There are several major
questions on the defensive
side. Can oft-injured linebacker Mike D'Andrea be a
factor? Can incoming freshmen such as end Robert Rose,
linebackers Larry Grant, Tyler
Moeller, Mark Johnson and
Ross I Ionian and defensive
backs Chimdi Chekwa, Grant

The title game has been
rescheduled just once before,
in 1990, when rain forced
San-1 lua. Chinese Taipei, and
Shippensburg, Pa., to play
one day later than scheduled.
Chinese Taipei won 9-0.
Columbus and Marietta are
the only teams from Georgia
to reach the Little League
World Series.

Schwartz and Aaron Gant contribute right away?
Kerr, a former starter at
Indiana, has bided his time
after transferring and should
be more than an adequate
replacement at linebacker.
Laurinaitis played almost all
of the Michigan game after
Carpenter broke his foot, and
then started the bowl victory
over Notre Dame. Freeman
would have been in the mix
at linebacker a year ago but
had to be redshirted after a
knee injury.

the deal.

Browns cut down roster as
preseason play winds down

W«IM___
August 29th 8 PM
HO^OffenhauerWest
PREPARATION FOR LAW SCHOOL

• PUBLIC SPEAKING AND ACTING
SKILLS

HF.REA. Ohio (AP) — Tight end
Paul Irons, who made one start
for Cleveland last season, was
one of 10 players waived by
the Browns yesterday, one day
before the NFL requires teams
to have their rosters at 75.
The team also cut running
back Chris Barclay, punter
Kyle Basler. defensive lineman
la'Waren Blair, quarterback
Lang Campbell, kicker leff
Chandler, offensive lineman
Atlas I lerrion, linebacker Kenny
Kern, wide receiver Brandon
Rideau and defensive back
lames Thornton.
On Saturday, Chandler
kicked a 35-yard field goal as
time ran out. giving Cleveland
a 20-17 exhibition win over the
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HELP US BUILD A NATIONAL POWERHOUSE!!!

Buffalo Bills. However, he had
no chance of making the club's
roster because the Browns
have Phil Dawson, one of the
league's steadiest kickers the
past few seasons.
The Browns also placed
defensive backs leremy LeSueur
and Shawn Mayer on injured
reserve and defensive back
DeMario Minter on the physically-unabli'-to-perforin list.
Cleveland's roster is at 77. and
the club will have to make one
more move before Tuesday's 4
p.m. deadline. IX-fensive tackle
Ulrich Winkler, an NFI. Europe
player, does not count against
the Browns' roster because he
will be on their practice squad
this season.
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NEWEST APTS.
Sign today and receive a $600 Visa Gift (ard! FREE Pool (r Hot tub
FREE Tanning
FREE Internet
FREE Fitness (enter
• No Application Fee—-, FREE Private Shuttle
• No Administration fee-Ji FREE Washer d Dryer
FREE Computer Lab
• No Short Term Lease Fee- -j FREE Sand Volleyball
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MODEL NOW

The Enclave II
877-819-680Z
Collpqeparkweb.com
706 Napoleon U.
Office Hours:
Hon-fri: 8:30am-/pm
Sat: lOam-Apm
Sun: lZpm-Apm
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SUDOKO
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

El 8 Z L t 9 6 I
17 I / 6 9 8 £ S Z
6 9 Z I S E 8/17

LIMITED TIME ONLY!

• No Security Deposit
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
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e___3 fashions and accessories c_3
- 3 Necklaces/ collar covers in school colors
_3 Sport outfits
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- Various custom items
featuring YOUR pooch
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Chic to casual, we have your furry friend covered

- a "Barkery" of
nutritious treats
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'24' and The Office win at the Emmys
By Beth Harris
The Associated Press

LOS AM,1 lls i\|>] _ Kiefer
Sutheiiand always comes
through in the end Ml "24." After
years ofbeing snubbed, the actor
and si'lies were finally victorious
at the Emmy Awards, too.
[he Pox show won for best
drama series at the Sunday night
iviri ni it iv and Sutlieriand earned
his first tmphy as best artor in a
drama series for playing cotintcriniuiiMii agent lack Bauer.
Other drama awards went
to Mariska llargitay of "law &
Older Special victims Unit"
and Andre Braughcr for "Thief."
Tony Shalliouli of "Monk" and
lulia I ouis-Dreyfus of "The New
Adventures ol Old Christine" r.mi
comedy statues, The best comedj was [he i lllicc" and "The
Amazing Race" won as best realily-compciitiunshow.
h took five seasons for "24" to
IH' rewaided in the major Emmy
ilies Ihcsliiiu also collected a dim lini; r.mmy.
"Ever) once in a while you'll
have an evening that just
reminds you that you're given too

BRIEF
Madonna show OK'd
in Russian capital
MOSCOW - Posters throughout the Russian capital had
proclaimed the venue and date
for a month, and 40,000 tickets
had already been sold.

But a long-awaited concert
by Madonna had become
mined in secui n\ concerns, and
it wasn't clear where and when
the show would take place,
After more than a week of
negotiations spiced up by protests against Madonna performing In the city, tm agreement was struck yesterday for
the even! to he held Sept. 12 at
I uzhnfld stadium.
Originally,
promoters
said it would be Sept u In
Vbrobyovye Gory, the hills that
rise mi the south bank ol the
Moscow River

GOLD STANDARD: Jeremy Piven flashes his award for Outstanding Supporting Actor
in a Comedy Senes for his role as An Gold on the HBO series "Entourage"

much, and this is that evening,"
Sutherland said. "This experience
that has been '24' has been nothing short of ni i uirkahle for me."
The show's recent ratings
boom, anchored by a loyal, cultlike fan base, has helped spawn
a spate of thrillers and mysteries on the broadcast networks'
upcoming fall schedules.
They borrow heavily from the
exciting escapades Sutherland's
character endures during one
dangerous day each season.

Among the newcomers are:
"Kidnapped,"
"Vanished."
"Standoff" and "Runaway."
Another slow starter, NBC's
"The Office," won for its satire
about cubicle life after almost getting a pink slip in its first season.
Its star, Steve Carell, lost to
ShalhoubbutCarelldocsn'tneed
the hardware, though, having
become a critically acclaimed
movie star in the hit comedies
"The 40-Year-Old Virgin" and
"Iittle Miss Sunshine."

NBC regrets Emmy skit after fatal
plane crash in Kentucky
IDS ANGELES (AP) — NBC
expressed regret yesterday for an
Emmy Awards comedy skit that
included a mock plane crash and
aired on the evening of a fatal
Kentucky jetliner accident.
"Our hearts and prayers go
out to the many families who
lost loved ones in the plane
crash in Kentucky on Sunday,
and to the entire community
that has suffered this terrible
loss," NBC said in a statement
the day after the ceremony.
"In no way would we ever
want to make light of this terrible tragedy," NBC said. "The
filmed opening during the
Emmy telecast was meant to
spoof some of television's most
well-known scenes. The timing
was unfortunate, and we regret
any unintentional pain it may
have caused."

The prerecorded skit was
broadcast as part of the live Emmy
ceremony just hours after a commuter jet taking off in Lexington,
Ky, crashed into a field and butsl
into flames, killing 49 people. Only
a co-pilot survived.
Criticism of the sequence
appeared on Web sites Sunday
night, including tiie Ins Angeles
Times', with a columnist for the
paper calling it "cringe-inducing"
and "of questionable taste."
The airing of the skit, a spoof
on the ABC plane-crash drama
"Lost," was condemned by
the general manager of NBC's
Lexington affiliate, WI.IX
The segment, which opened
the Emmys, started with host
Conan O'Brien boarding a
private plane to Los Angeles.
The crash was implied but
not shown.

Get Connected
The best way for your friends
and professors to get a hold
of you is to be listed in the
BGSU Telephone Directory.
Use the Off-Campus Local Address Change
Form below to provide your off-campus
residence and cell or local telephone number
for the BGSU Telephone Directory.
Both your local off-campus address and
permanent address will be printed in the BGSU
Telephone Directory unless the Office of Registration
& Records receives a completed Request to Withhold
Directory Information form by
August 30, 2006 To assure
proper inclusion in the BGSU Telephone Directory,
please submit completed forms by:

Wednesday, August 30, 2006
5:00pm
Please mail or deliver the completed Off-Campus Local
Address Change Form to
The Office of Registration and Records,
110 Administration Building
or drop off the form at
one of the sites listed below:

Drop Locations:
Union Information Desk
Library, Circulation Desk
Administration Building, 1" Floor Hall
Office of Registration and Records

Off-Campus Local Address Change Form
Use tfiis form only if Off-Campus Local Address Change or
Correction is required. Contact the Office of Residence Life
to change residence hall or Greek unit address.
Name

Student ID POO

Street Address
City

State

Zip.

Local or Cell Phone #
Signature

Date

1 0
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419-372-6977

Roommate Needed LJ Apis Immed
occupancy. $212mo. » util. $100
sec dep req Call Laura 440 785
4520
TUESDAY
HOMESTYLE NIGHT
FEATURING YOUR FAVORITE
COMFORT FOODS
4 30 pm - 730 pm
COMMONS BUFFET

■

i

WANTED FLUTE TEACHER
lot adult beginning student.
rklem@bgsu edu

Travel

Help Wanted

Travel wilh STS to this years lop 10
Spring Break destinations! Best
deals guaranteed! Highest rep commissions Visit www slstravel.com or
call 1 800-648-4849 Great group
discounts.

'BARTENDING1 up lo $300 day No
exp. necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174

Services Offered
Jack & Jill Childcare now open until
midnight. 2 1 2 yrs. & potty trained
to 13 yrs old. 419-353 1001
MR. BILLS CAMPUS TANNING
1 month UNLIMITED $29 50
3 months UNLIMITED $69 50
I 352 7889
B lessons tor begin-itermediate &
-nese. ottered
its student at
BGSU Fee Siarir Contact 419352 7841 or email
shaoli@bgnet.bgsu edu
ners &
advanced

.Is
il 'She Loves
Me FUMC. 1506 E. Woosler. Aug
28 &29. 79PM Call Dr LockardZimmerman for details 372-2004;
Plol similar to the recent production
You've Got Mail.

Learns
ike PEG 157
Western Horsemanship Check us
out at Sandersonstables.com

Cyst!
* EdUora/M hr.
Our Perrysburg firm has part-lime
miiouse positions available Two
types positions are available. 1)
You'll call our clients locations posing as a potential customer and go
through a sales and or service process You II then complete an online
report, detailing the call 2) You n
proofread reports mystery shoppers
submit on line. Complete training
provided Computer experience and
grammar skills required Hours and
days are flexible. Mon -Sun 9 am 9 pm Interested candidates please
bring a resume and apply in person
at IntelliShop 801 W. South Boundary (43551). Please refer to for
company info.
Receptionist Ottice Admin. Grami
next
L L.C.
is
seeking
a
Receptionist
Office Admin for our manufacturing
plant. Individual needs to have excellent customer service skills
Knowledge of the Microsoft Office
programs (Excel. Word, etc.) is a
plus Some filing & other office duties as assigned To apply please
fax resumes to 419-278-1042. email
ii ivandemark@areminexj;om or
fill out an application at our plant 2300 County Road C. DeshlerOH
43516.

Afternoon child care needed in Perrysburg. 3 30 - 6pm. most afternoons. Car required 419-872-1228.

Babysitter needed in my home. 1
child. 5 mo's. old. Nights. Please call
\u more info 419 669 3265.
Century Marketing is looking lor part
time temporary employees for their
Call Center. Must work at least 3 4
hrs a day. M-F between 12pm-7pm
w minimum of 2 days a week. Criteria needed: good communication
skills • both written & oral, good listening skills, self motivated, quick
learner, computer savvy, detail oriented, motivated by $, able to sit &
talk on the phone, bilingual (Spanish) a plus Pay is minimum wage
plus 5%com miss ion Qualified interested candidates should forward
their resume to:
Century Marketing.
HR Century Direct.
12836 South Dixie Highway
Bowling Green OH 43402
Or fax: 419-352-4320. or email:
EQEMPV
Ktdz Watch now hiring care givers
for days. eves., weekends. Fun atmosphere, flex scheduling, exp. with
children preferred. Send resume or
apply in person to Kidz Watch. 580
Craig Dr #2 Perrysburg OH 43551.

SUSHI TUESDAYS
11 am until supply runs out
FOUNDERS FOOD COURT
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On ANY^New Tires ,' ON ANY || with
Tire Rotation'
■W20;IWJO;O*1OWKIPII.MM
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.« .i Brake Service \ ■»«<-•• FME....P«M«N.
Includes FREE Alignment Check i
■ '

■-AMY CAPS & NATIONAL ACCOUNTS
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FREE SHUTTLE
TO & FROM
BGSU CAMPUS
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Dell Battery

1

In see If your batter) is a part olthis recall.
please v Isit httpdlwww.deUbaturyprognutt.con
ami follow the Instructions for checking your,
battery 10 see if ii is part of the recall program and stq
in folloM il ii is identified as ,i pan of the program.
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ACROSS
1
6
10
14
15
16

Leading
Earring site
Yorkshire guy
Hold contents
Sitting on
Waikiki's island

20
21
22
27
28
29
32
33
34
36
41
42
44
47
48

Pouch
Listens to again
"Hawaii" writer
Twin Cilies suburb
Anticipates with terror
Deuterium discoverer
Last of cash?
Mountain lake
Vile smiles
I surrender!
Km by marriage
"Hud" co-star
Exist
Fraternity frock
Areca nuts

17 Surrender

50
52
54
57
58

Take steps
Expression of derision
Be off
In the past
Used a divining rod
Biker Armstrong
Great Giant
Physicist Niels
Fencing foil
Talked to pigeons
Hilo's island
"A Night to
Remember" slar
Rotating neutron star
Holm and Hunter
"_ Coming to Take
Me Away. Ha. Haaa!"
Denver summer hrs.
"DM
Eur. particle accelerator location
Vietnam capital
Flee
Fam. members
Pamphlet ending?
Uneven do
A votre
I

FREE
Fluid 'Top-off s'
talwoon Cltanftaa

Complained peevishly
Features
Lofting tennis shot
Surrender

Technology Support Center ITSCI in
110 Hayes Hall. 2-09.99, tsc@bgsn.edii

Pull up fasteners
Day- _ paint
Forest denizens
Big name in locks
Dr. Tim's hallucinogenl
Humbled
Speakers' platforms
__ de corps
Coll. hotshot
Represent in relief
Rouen's nver
Coeur d'_. ID
Part of M.I.T.
Freeze. Fido!

60
61
62
63

Potash
Miner matter
Disencumber
Pronounce

64 Emerald Isle
65
66
67
68
69

Abel's sibling
Half of the U.A.R.
Prom partner
Exaggerated publicity
Rundown
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2 CONVENIENT BG LOCATIONS

989 S. Main St. INexl to Pagiiais)
1058 N. Main St. (In from of Goodwill)

For Sale

For Rent

For Rent

Computer cabinet on wheels.
Dark cherry - like new. $125.00

*' Rooms, 2 4 3 bdrm. avail, now.
next to campus, close lo downtown.
Call 419-353-0325 9am -9pm

Copper Beech Town Homes. Single
unit apt looking tor 1 sublsr. ASAP
or looking tor Spr. Sem. Fully turn,
spacious kit., brand new appliances.
WD. A'C. c senlral heat, breaklast
bar. hi-spd. cable & internet meld in
renl. $650 mo. 216-538 0061
dansolo@bgsu.edu

Lunch: 11-2
Dinner: 4:30-7
Founders Food Court

Dell desktop computer. Windows XP
w, desk & chair $200 OBO
419-575-1225.
GET CHEAP TEXTBOOKS!
Search 24 bookstores with 1 clickl
hup wwwbookhqcom

1 bdrm.. $395 mo plus elec & deposit. 9 & 12 mo lease available
854 8th St. 419-392-3354.
2 bedrm. apt in Perrysburg. next to
I75. $450mo . pay electric only Call
419-260-3861.
3 bdrm. house. 1 block Irom shuttle
Garage. A'C. W/D hookup NO
PETS. $750 & util 419-353-8208.
Cozy, quiet house in BG. West end
Ideal tor single adult. Appl. lurn No
pets or smoking. Call 419-832-1951.

3 br. home on Cnm. Nice ngbrhd.Lg.
Ilv.rm, kit., util. rm w/Washer & dryer
Cent air 3 mm. walk to campus.
Avail now 352-7090.
Grad students & mature undergrads
1 & 2 bdrm. apts. Close lo campus.
Avail Aug 7. Into: Gary 352-5414.

Rooms tor renl, private entrance
Historic house. 427 N. Main St.
386405-3318

JOIN US FOR DINNER
@ CAMPUS CORNERS
5pm - 9pm
Monday - Thursday
Meal Plans Accepted

\^f n t m/A\' (V^ tnemai

I /{JEfcCA
Management Ii
Running Specials
2006/2007
Call 353.5800
Visit Online
www.meccabg.com

Hillsdale Apts.
1082 Fairvicw Ave

2 bdrms / 3 bdrm Twnh
Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
Air Condition/Washer/
Dryer in 2/3 bdrm.
Carports
BGSU Bus Shuttle

dtft Oftifcitt* .taihl.il' i\ HWh.carmiki-.nim

r%«//<v<>- /2 423-414
I'xi. 139 Corner nf I--5.1111I Kl 224

AM. STADIUM SEATING

Looking for 2 people to rent 2 bdrm.
apt. Univ. Village. 235 S Mercer*8A
$630 mo plus elec & $500 flexible
security deposit Call 517-881-5746

I'urly r.K»m available f..r hirthday
,,.. 1 11. s i.r Mil Mil
r.
(till tor Information

2 Day Advance Ticket Sales
INVINCIBLE (PC)
1304:15700930
NOW TO EAT FRIED WORMS |K) 100 310
5:20 7 30 945
BEERFESTim
1.45 4:20 7.10 9 50
SN»KESONAPLANE|B)1004 00 7 00940
MATERIAL 0IRLS|fC| 1:00 3:10 5 20 7 30 9 45
ACCEPTED|PM1)1.00 3.155.30 7:45 10:00
PULSE IPG-11)
140315520720920
STEP UPIPG-11)
1304:15710940
WORLD TRADE CENTER IP0-13I 1:004 00
700955
TALLADECA NIGHTS: THE BALLAD OF RICKY
BOBBY IPO-13)
115 4 10 7 05930
BARNYARD THE ORIGINAL PARTY
ANIMALS IPGI
100310520730940
PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN: DEAD MAN'S
CHEST iHS-ui
115 425 7 40

7

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $485!
On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance
• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
• Pets welcome!

-FREE HEA1
V»MIT. lOUAM
AMR I MINTS

N

1
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vioM»i-nii isiiii uiaun, m smmsn.50
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1

1 SNXNX-.0"
1 South Mjln

t

THE ANT BULLY |Pt!|l 10310510 7.10910

Management Inc.
Findlay Pike Apts.

111/11.1 FindlayPk

CLICK (PG-13)
'20320520720920
A PRAIRIE HOME COMPANION (PG-13) I 30
4 00 7:009:20
CARS ui
1:204:15 7:009:30
THE DA VINCI C00E (PG-131 1 30 4 30 7:30
RVIPGI
1003:05 510 7 20930

Portage On
LARGE 3 & 2 bdrm Apts
Garage for I vehicle

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
419-353-7715

Staring at $475/mo
+ utilities
Moments from BG

Management Inc.
Palmer House
202 Palmer Ave
4 bdrm l bath
Basement garage
Washer/Dryer included

Tuesday, August 29
Think Fast Trivia
9:30pm • Bowen- Thompson
Student Union, Lenhart Grand
Ballroom
Come with a team or on your own! Answer
popular trivia questions and win a cash
prize of $200.

If you would like assistance In determining if your
batter] IS,I pan of the program or help in completing
the sups involved in the recall, please contact:

BGSU

37
38
39
40
43
44
45
46
48
49
51
53
55
56

59 Cool or groovy

nova

d I

Management Inc.

Personally owned machines should
be checked by students, faculty, and
staff to see if they are a part of the
recall program.

■I■
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INCLUDES
Chassis Lube

Find more coupons and details about NrtroMax, visit www.thetlreman.com

Dell has identified a potential issue
associated with certain batteries sold
with Dell latitude, Inspiron, XPS, and
Dell Precision Mobile Workstation
notebook computers. Dell is recalling
certain Dell-branded batteries and
offering replacements for these
batteries. University -owned systems
are being identified and when a
shipment of batteries arrive, will be
replaced by ITS staff.
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9ff South Main Straat • Acroaa from ALDI Foods
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EVERY TUESDAY
MEXICAN FIESTA
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419-353-9621

\ OIL CHANGE
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Wail staff Nazareth Hall is now taking applications for Wait staff! Wailstaff must be 19 yrs of age. Must be
able to work weekends. Starling pay
between $7 50 and $t0.50. Call
832- 2900 and ask for Kevin or apply in person M-Fnday 8:30-5:00 at
21211 W. River Rd. Grand Rapids
OH 43522.

BRAKES

Before you get a flat! f

■

TEAM GYMNASTICS
COACH
NEEDED.Level 4. Tues. 5-8;30m
Thurs. 5-8. Sat. 11-1 30 Perrysburg
Gymnastics Center 419-874-9383.

1000 S OF TIRES IN STOCK AND SALE PRICED!

i When is the best time to buy new tires from Tireman?

•

Student looking for tutor in Natural
Science and Spanish II. Please call
419-378-0421.

TIRE SALE
■»

The Daily Crossword Fix
brought to you by

Classified
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Help Wanted

Wanted
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